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Abstract

The availability of large annotated data can be a
critical bottleneck in training machine learning
algorithms successfully, especially when ap-
plied to diverse domains. Weak supervision of-
fers a promising alternative by accelerating the
creation of labeled training data using domain-
specific rules. However, it requires users to
write a diverse set of high-quality rules to as-
sign labels to the unlabeled data. Automatic
Rule Induction (ARI) approaches circumvent
this problem by automatically creating rules
from features on a small labeled set and fil-
tering a final set of rules from them. In the
ARI approach, the crucial step is to filter out
a set of a high-quality useful subset of rules
from the large set of automatically created rules.
In this paper, we propose an algorithm FAIR
(Filtering of Automatically Induced Rules) to
filter rules from a large number of automati-
cally induced rules using submodular objective
functions that account for the collective preci-
sion, coverage, and conflicts of the rule set. We
experiment with three ARI approaches and five
text classification datasets to validate the supe-
rior performance of our algorithm with respect
to several semi-supervised label aggregation ap-
proaches. Further, we show that FAIR achieves
statistically significant results in comparison to
existing rule-filtering approaches. The source
code is available at https://github.com/
ayushbits/FAIR-LF-Induction.

1 Introduction

Machine learning applications rely on large
amounts of labeled training data to obtain state-of-
the-art performance on downstream tasks such as
text classification, machine translation, image cap-
tioning, etc. However, it is expensive to obtain high-
quality labeled training data. Therefore, several
methods such as crowdsourcing (Brabham, 2013),
self-supervision (Asano et al., 2019), distant super-
vision (Mintz et al., 2009) and semi-supervision

∗Outcome of research while pursuing PhD at IIT Bombay.

(Van Engelen and Hoos, 2020) techniques have
been proposed to reduce the human annotation ef-
forts. Another popular technique, viz, weak super-
vision, aims to quickly create labeled data by lever-
aging expert defined rules. These rules are generic
patterns developed by assessing a few exemplars
from the corpus. Typically, users encode supervi-
sion as rules in the form of labeling functions (LFs),
where each rule assigns a noisy label to an instance.
However, these different rules can assign different
labels to an instance. Weak supervision approaches
aggregate and resolves these conflicting rules to
assign a weak label to an instance.

Although weak supervision methods reduce the
data annotation effort, they still require human ex-
perts to frame and encode rules. Automatic rule
induction (ARI) approaches circumvent this prob-
lem by automatically inducing rules from the data.
ARI methods use a small labeled set to extract rules
either by using decision tree approaches (Varma
and Ré, 2018) or weights of a classifier (Pryzant
et al., 2022). Other ARI approaches such as
GRASP (Shnarch et al., 2017) extract rich linguistic
patterns from a given set of positive and negative
examples. These approaches initially find and filter
a list of patterns to find the top-k patterns. These
patterns are transformed into rules that yield noisy
labels. The rules are then fed to the unsupervised
(Bach et al., 2019; Chatterjee et al., 2020) or semi-
supervised aggregation approaches to(Maheshwari
et al., 2022; Karamanolakis et al., 2021) aggregate
noisy labels.

Current ARI approaches select a final set of
useful rules without considering explicit interde-
pendencies between the rules. Classifier weights
(Pryzant et al., 2022) and M-GRASP (Shnarch
et al., 2017) greedily select top-k patterns hav-
ing the highest weights assigned by the classi-
fier. In this approach, any interdependence among
LFs is not captured as LFs are based on the top-
ranked features and not on their labeling properties.
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Figure 1: The flow of our approach. We first generate rules in the candidate rule generation block and then filter
them using different respective approaches (such as with SNUBA (Varma and Ré, 2018), GRASP (Shnarch et al.,
2017) and Classifier weights) as also with FAIR. The final committed rule set is passed on to the semi-supervised
label aggregation approaches for the final performance on the downstream task.

SNUBA (Varma and Ré, 2018) chooses a rule in
every iteration that maximizes the weighted sum
of the F1 score on the labeled set and Jacard score.
Then SNUBA reduces the labeled set size by remov-
ing instances labeled by added rule. Since LFs are
generated only on the partially labeled set, the de-
pendency of the rules set is not explicitly captured.
Further, SNUBA is computationally involved since
new LFs need to be generated iteratively depending
upon the verifier’s feedback. Also, this can lead
to similar LFs getting added to the committed set,
thereby causing instability.

As an illustration, for the question classifica-
tion dataset which classifies a given question into
five different classes, SNUBA selects the follow-
ing rules: how, how many, and many for the class
Numeric while FAIR (Filtering of Automatically
Induced Rules) (Section 3.2) selects only the how
rule in conjunction with other independent rules1.
Clearly, derived rules for how, belonging to the
same class, are dependent on the parent rule. Due
to its iterative procedure of working with new in-
duced rules from the uncovered labeled set, SNUBA

selects LFs showing high overlap amongst them-
selves. Our algorithm captures explicit interde-
pendence among LFs, thus selecting diverse and
representative rules.

In this work, we propose a method, FAIR to se-
lect a subset of LFs (committed set) from a fixed
set of automatically induced LFs (candidate set).
Firstly, we consider a natural objective function

1A class label is associated with a rule, for eg, if how
appears in the text, the rule assigns a weak label as numeric
for an instance.

defined as a weighted sum of precision, coverage,
and agreement. Then, we optimize it over all possi-
ble subsets of sizes to obtain a final committed set.
Though natural, this objective function is not sub-
modular, and hence establishing its performance
guarantees is not straightforward. We consider
another objective function based on graph cut sub-
modular function (Kothawade et al., 2021). Our
algorithm, FAIR, maximizes the objective function
based on a greedy approach to obtain the final com-
mitted set from a large set of noisy rules. The algo-
rithm works iteratively by selecting patterns having
the highest incremental precision and marginal cov-
erage with smaller conflicts over the unlabeled set
to determine the top-k rules.

Our setup favors the selection of a committed set
in which the LFs do not mutually contradict while
maintaining overall good accuracy and precision.
Most label aggregation models built with such com-
mitted sets should consequently yield lower noise
in the labeling assigned to the unlabeled set. FAIR

can be used to filter rules produced by any rule
generation approach and is robust to any label ag-
gregation approach because it only uses the char-
acteristics of rules. To the best of our knowledge,
such an approach of selecting a committed set has
not been addressed in erstwhile approaches.

We perform experiments with several ARI, pat-
tern filtering, and label aggregation approaches as
shown in Figure 1. For generating candidate rules,
we use approaches such as decision tree (Varma
and Ré, 2018), classifier weights (Pryzant et al.,
2022), and a modified version of GRASP (Shnarch
et al., 2017). Subsequently, we filter the large set of
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rules using the corresponding candidate generation
approaches and our algorithm FAIR. Finally, over
the selected committed set of rules, we leverage
semi-supervised label aggregation algorithms, viz,
SPEAR (Maheshwari et al., 2021), ASTRA (Kara-
manolakis et al., 2021), ImplyLoss (Awasthi et al.,
2020) and Learning to Reweight (Ren et al., 2018).
We observe that our approach yields rules more
refined than the other approaches by virtue of its
analyzing (i) coverage and agreement over the un-
labeled set and (ii) precision on the test set. We ob-
serve that rules filtered using FAIR perform better
on label aggregation approaches, providing gains
between 2 - 20% across different datasets. It im-
plies that the filtering of rules is a crucial element
that was not explored earlier.

2 Related Work

ARI methods have largely focused on using repet-
itive structures or patterns in the tasks involving
text documents, eg, mentions of specific words or
phrases (Varma and Ré, 2018; Shnarch et al., 2017).
Prior work relies on this observation to learn first-
order logic rules as a composition of semantic role
attributes (Sen et al., 2020) or syntactic grammar
rules (Sahay et al., 2021). Recently, Pryzant et al.
(2022) proposed a heuristic generation method that
trains a classifier on the small labeled set and uses
features corresponding to the k largest values of
weights as rules. Our proposed approach accounts
for rule interdependence among a large set of gener-
ated heuristics and selects a useful subset of rules.
Our work is closest to interactive weak supervi-
sion (Boecking et al., 2020) which uses the active
learning paradigm to select a useful set of final
rules from a large rule set. However, our approach
does not require the additional step of human anno-
tations.

Prior work has emphasized on LFs defined by
experts based on observations in a few instances
from the dataset. Unsupervised approaches like
(Bach et al., 2019) use a generative model to de-
termine the correct probability for labels in ac-
cord with noisy and conflicting labels assigned by
LFs. Chatterjee et al. (2020) proposed a graphical
model, CAGE, which extends to continuous LFs
with scores obtained using cosine similarities of
word vectors, TF-IDF score, the distance among
entity pairs, etc. while semi-supervised approaches
additionally use a small labeled set to guide the
discovery of LFs for classification (Abhishek et al.,

2022) and information extraction tasks (Singh et al.,
2023). Recent methods (Maheshwari et al., 2022;
Sivasubramanian et al., 2023) proposed a bi-level
optimization wherein parameters are optimized on
the validation set in a semi-supervised manner. We
use semi-supervised aggregation methods in our
experiments.

3 Background

3.1 Notations

Let the feature space be X and the label space be
Y ∈ {1 . . .K} where K is the number of classes.
We have M instances in the dataset out of which
there are N labeled instances denoted by set L =
{(xi, yi), i = 1, 2, . . . , N} and M −N unlabeled
set of instance denoted by set U = {xi : i =
N+1, N+2, . . . ,M} where M−N >> N . The
set of m automatically induced rules is denoted by
R = (R1, R2 . . . Rm), where Ri : X → Y ∪ {0}
for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. The label 0 corresponds
to an abstain decision by a rule. Each rule may
abstain on a different set of instances. We denote
the final set of n filtered rules by F ⊂ R, where
n ≤ m.

3.2 Rule Induction Methods

We consider the following three methods for Auto-
matic Rule Induction (ARI).

Decision Tree: SNUBA (Varma and Ré, 2018)
presented an ARI approach by using a small la-
beled set and fitting a decision tree over n-grams of
the input sentence. Initially, rules are generated as
a basic component of propositions on the labeled
set. A proposition could be a word, a phrase, a
lemma, or an abstraction such as part of a speech
tag. Each composed rule is in the form of a de-
cision stump (1-depth decision tree). SNUBA is
a three-step approach that (i) generates candidate
rules using a labeled set, (ii) adds one rule based
on the F1 score on the labeled set and Jacard score
of the added rule, (iii) finds uncovered points or ab-
stained points in the labeled set, and (iv) Removes
the instances labeled in the labeled dataset by the
added rule and repeat steps (i) - (iv) with updated
labeled set. The process stops until the labeled set
is completely covered or a limit on the number of
iterations is reached.

Classifier Weights : Pryzant et al. (2022) trains
a linear model classifier C on the small labeled
set. Suppose for N instances in our dataset, each
instance xi is denoted by its feature matrix Xi of
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size K. The classifier model is C(xi) = σ(WXi)
where W ∈ RK×N is a weight matrix and σ rep-
resents an element-wise sigmoid function. Then,
it finds P features corresponding to the largest
weights in W which is obtained by learning the
classifier and creates one rule from each feature
with P largest weights. If weight wi,k is assigned
to the i-th feature, then they create a rule associated
with the i-th feature and the k-th label. Here, rule
filtering is limited to choosing k rules having the
largest weights in W .

M-GRASP: This is a modified version of GRASP

(Shnarch et al., 2017) for automatically extracting
the patterns that characterize subtle linguistic phe-
nomena. M-GRASP augments each term of the text
with multiple attributes such as lemma, hypernyms,
NER, POS tags etc. to extract the rich set of gen-
eralizable patterns. The algorithm expects a con-
siderable sized set of positive and negative samples
to extract the discriminative patterns. In contrast
to GRASP we have a small labeled set and a large
unlabeled set with multiple classes. To make the
core algorithm pertinent to our setting, we make
two important modifications to GRASP. (i) The
original GRASP algorithm uses the entire labeled
set to generate an initial candidate set of patterns
of length 1 but in M-GRASP we also employ the
unlabeled set to generate these patterns. However,
during the iterative process, we filter patterns us-
ing the information gain measure on the labeled
set. (ii) While the original GRASP algorithm as-
sumes binary classes, we extend the algorithm for
the multi-class setting as well. For generating new
patterns in M-GRASP we follow the same iterative
process of the original GRASP algorithm other than
the above-mentioned changes.

4 Problem Setup

We begin by defining key metrics used throughout
the experiments. a) Precision of a rule on a labeled
set is the ratio of the number of correctly assigned
labels over the total assigned labels, b) coverage
of a rule is the percentage of points covered over
unlabeled set, c) conflicts between rules Rj and
Ri, j ̸= i, is the percentage of points that are as-
signed different labels by rule Ri and Rj and d)
agreement between rules Ri and Rj is defined as
the percentage of points that are assigned same la-
bels by rules Ri and Rj . Note that, conflicts and
agreements are related as both rules on a particular
instance will either conflict or agree. We consider

different submodular functions reflecting precision,
coverage, and conflicts of the rules as objectives.
We also explore their combinations as objective
functions.

4.1 Precision Coverage Agreement Objective -
fPCA

Given a labeled setL and a candidate set of rulesR,
our aim is to find a final set of rules F ⊆ R, which
has high precision and coverage but fewer conflicts.
Initially, we propose the following function:

fPCA(F) = w ∗ α(F)/|F|+ (1− w) ∗ β(F)
+ γ ∗ µ(F) (1)

where α(F) =
∑

Ri∈F Precision(Ri), β(F)
= coverage(F) and µ(F) as the percentage of
instances over which all the rules in F pro-
vide non-conflicting labels. Given a maximum
number of rules k, we define our objective as
max|F|≤k fPCA(F). We observe that (1) does not
satisfy the submodular properties of the function
(Wei et al., 2015) (see Appendix A.1). Hence, we
cannot secure theoretical guarantees for choosing
the optimal rule subset. Since submodularity pro-
vides theoretical guarantees for the optimization
problem, we substituted the objective as fGC de-
scribed in the next subsection. However, fPCA still
provides interpretable rules and competitive results.
We perform a qualitative analysis of rules against
the other variant in the Appendix 5.5. Below, we
describe the algorithm for fPCA in Algorithm 1.
We define CovL as the function that outputs the
coverage on the labeled set. Then, we add that rule
to the committed set which maximizes the contri-
bution i.e. fPCA{F ∪ {r}} − fPCA{F} as in line
5 of the algorithm.

Algorithm 1 FAIR Precision Coverage - fPCA

1: Input: Candidate set of rules R, Labeled set
L, Unlabeled set U , final set of rules F , Hyper-
parameters : w, γ, k

2: Initialize F = argmaxi(fPCA(Ri)) ∀i ∈ R
3: while CovL(F) < 1.0 and |F| < k do
4: r∗ ← argmaxr∈R−F (fPCA{F ∪ {r}}−

fPCA{F})
5: F ← F ∪ {r∗}
6: end while
7: Output: F

Termination Condition: In this variant, we
have used a stopping criteria as if every instance in
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the labeled set got covered then we will stop. This
condition states that if the labeled set is covered
then we assume that rules in the committed set are
diverse enough to label the unlabeled data.

4.2 Graph-Cut Submodular Objective - fGC

Let Ω be a set of elements. A function f : 2Ω → R
is said to be submodular if it satisfies the prop-
erty of diminishing returns i.e. for every A ⊆
B ⊆ Ω and j /∈ B, f(A ∪ {j}) − f(A) ≥
f(B ∪ {j})− f(B). A greedy algorithm provides
an O(1)-approximation to the optimal solution.
Due to this algorithmic property, subset selection
with submodular objective functions has found sev-
eral applications in text summarization (Yao et al.,
2017), video summarization (Kaushal et al., 2019a;
Gygli et al., 2015), training speed up (Kaushal et al.,
2019b), active learning (Settles, 2009), etc. Also,
submodular functions have found wider acceptance
due to their ability to naturally model the notion of
representativeness, diversity, and coverage. Hence,
we pose our rule selection problem within a sub-
modular subset selection framework.

Kothawade et al. (2021) presents a wide array
of submodular functions and their variants such
as mutual information and their conditional gain
counterparts. From that wide spectrum, we choose
graph-cut (GC) that selects both representative and
diverse instances from the ground set. We consider
the candidate set of rules as the ground set and
obtain a set of diverse and representative rules. For
any F ⊂ R, the GC function is defined as follows:

fGC(F) =
∑

i∈R,j∈F
sij − λ

∑

i,j∈F
sij (2)

where λ ∈ [0, 1] governs the trade-off between
diversity and representation. Higher λ selects a
diverse set of rules. sij is the similarity score for
rule pair Ri and Rj . We propose a similarity score
sij as:

sij = α(Ri)+α(Rj)+w∗β({Ri, Rj})+γ∗µ(Ri, Rj)
(3)

where α(Ri) = Precision(Ri) and β({Ri, Rj})
is the coverage function that gives the coverage
of both the rules Ri and Rj , i.e., fraction of the
unlabeled set that is labeled by at least one of the
rule. µ(Ri, Rj) is the agreement between rule Ri

and Rj . It is defined as the fraction of the unlabeled
instances on which both rules provide the same
labels. In Eq. 3, w and γ denotes the weights of β
and µ respectively. While w regulates the weight

given to the coverage component, γ regulates the
weight given to the agreement component. The
range of values of w and γ are chosen by carefully
analyzing the statistics related to the coverage and
precision.
Tuning w and γ We tune w and γ based on the
validation dataset. We observed the quality of rules
when w is 1 ≤ w ≤ 10 and γ is 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. We
found that when w is between 2 and 4, coverage
component β has weightage comparable to the pre-
cision components. Intuitively, both components
contribute equally while producing the final com-
mitted rule set. γ refers to the weighing factor for
agreement between rule Ri and Rj . We found the
best rule set when γ is between 0.2 and 0.5. The
high agreement between various rules compensates
for the lower values of γ.

In the GC function, λ ∈ [0, 1] governs the trade-
off between representation and diversity and we
need a committed set that is diverse enough. In
our experiments, we set λ to 0.7 so that the final
candidate rules are diverse in nature. GC is a non-
monotone submodular for λ > 0.5, hence in our
case, fGC is a non-monotone submodular function.

Given a cardinality budget constraint on the
number of rules k, our objective function is,
max|F|≤k fGC(F) which is a submodular function
(Kothawade et al., 2021). We use a greedy algo-
rithm for maximizing this function. We greedily
choose the rule that maximizes the marginal util-
ity i.e. argmaxi∈{R−F}fGC(F ∪ {i}) − fGC(F).
The greedy algorithm begins with an empty set and
then iteratively adds a rule from the candidate set
to the committed set by maximizing the marginal
gain in every iteration until the budget constraint
is met. The pseudo-code of our approach is given
in Algorithm 2. For a candidate set of rules R
induced from ARI approaches (Section 3.2), we
compute precision on L using findprecision and
coverage over U using findcoverage for each rule
Ri. We calculate the agreement between two rules
Ri, Rj using the findagreement function. Then,
we compute sij , (i, j)th entry of matrix S defined
as in line 8. Finally, we find the set of committed
rules F using Eq. 2 for a pre-specified budget of k
rules. Note: In the following sections FAIR refers
to the GC variant of FAIR, unless otherwise stated.

5 Experiments

We select five text classification datasets and com-
pare rules induced by FAIR with the rules generated
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Algorithm 2 FAIR Graph cut

1: Input: Candidate set of rules R, Labeled set
L, Unlabeled set U , final set of rules F , w,
maximum number of LFs k

2: Initialize S = [0]|R|×|R|
3: α(Ri)← findprecision(Ri)
4: β(Ri +Rj)← findcoverage({Ri ∪Rj})
5: µ(Ri, Rj)← findagreement(Ri, Rj)
6: S(i, j)← α(Ri)+α(Rj)+w ∗β(Ri+Rj)+

γ ∗ µ(Ri, Rj) ∀i ̸= j
7: F ← GraphCut(|R|, S, k)
8: Output: F

by three ARI approaches (c.f., Section 3.2). We
measure the efficacy of these rules by aggregat-
ing the assigned labels using four semi-supervised
label aggregation approaches. It takes around ap-
proximately 2 - 6 GPU hours to complete all exper-
iments except SST which takes around 12 hours to
complete. We performed all our experiments on a
single Nvidia RTX 2070.
Datasets : (1) TREC (Li and Roth, 2002) is a
multi-class question classification dataset consist-
ing of open-domain, fact-based questions divided
into broad semantic categories. The dataset has the
following six labels: Abbreviation, Description, En-
tities, Human, Locations and Numeric values. (2)
YouTube Comment Classification (Alberto et al.,
2015) is a spam comment classification dataset. (3)
IMDB Genre Classification 2 is a binary movie-
genre classification dataset from a movie plot sum-
mary. The labels are romantic and action. (4) SMS
Spam Classification (Almeida et al., 2011) is a bi-
nary classification dataset to classify a given sms as
spam or not spam. (5) Stanford Sentiment Tree-
bank (SST) (Socher et al., 2013) is a collection
of written or spoken texts with fully labeled parse
trees for a complete analysis of the compositional
effects of sentiment in language. The output labels
for this dataset are negative, somewhat negative,
neutral, somewhat positive and positive.

5.1 Label aggregation methods

We use a small labeled set L to automatically in-
duce rules using different ARIs. We form an Only-
L baseline, where we train a supervised classifier
on the small labeled set L using standard cross-
entropy loss. The network architecture for Only-L
is similar to Awasthi et al. (2020). We use the

2http://www.imdb.com/datasets

following semi-supervised label aggregation ap-
proaches:
Learn to Reweight (L2R) (Ren et al., 2018): This
approach uses the noisy labels provided by rules
as well and trains the classifier by meta-learning to
reweight the loss on noisily labeled instances, and
for performing this step clean labeled dataset L is
utilized.
Imply Loss (Awasthi et al., 2020): It uses addi-
tional information in the form of labeled rule ex-
emplars jointly denoises rules via latent coverage
variables, and trains a model on soft implication
loss over coverage and label variables.
SPEAR (Maheshwari et al., 2021) is a semi-
supervised paradigm that jointly learns the parame-
ters over features and labeling functions (rules) in a
semi-supervised manner. It jointly learns a parame-
terized graphical model and a classifier model.
ASTRA (Karamanolakis et al., 2021) is a weak-
supervision framework that uses all available data
both labeled and unlabeled set in an iterative self-
training framework. It trains a student model on un-
labeled data that considers contextualized represen-
tations and predicts pseudo-labels for instances not
covered by rules. Thereafter, it learns a rule atten-
tion network that learns to aggregate pseudo-labels
assigned by the student model in conjunction with
noisy labels assigned by rules. An iterative student-
teacher model is trained with a semi-supervised
objective.

5.2 Experimental Setting

We use 10% of the dataset as a labeled set to gen-
erate rules for our model. The 10% labeled set is
split equally for the label aggregation stage. We
reserve 5% of the total corpus as the labeled set
and 5% as a validation set while the rest of the
set is unlabeled. We performed a final evaluation
on 500 instances for each dataset (refer Table 1 in
Appendix). The remaining portion of the dataset
was left unlabeled. We use SNUBA with raw count-
based features with a decision tree to generate a
candidate rule set. M-GRASP uses lemma, hyper-
nym, text, and sentiment-based attributes to gener-
ate the rule set. The classifier weight approach uses
logistic regression to train a classifier model for
finding the top-k weights and associated features
with these weights as rules. For label aggregation
methods, we follow the same hyper-parameters
as provided in the respective codebases. The fea-
tures set is the same as followed in the SPEAR. It
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Figure 2: Results for IMDB and TREC dataset for FAIR GC against SNUBA and M-GRASP.
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Figure 3: Comparison of FAIR against SNUBA and M-GRASP filtering over different label aggregation approaches,
GC is FAIR GraphCut. The size of the final committed set is the same across all ARI approaches.

yields the best performance on the combination
of first, third, fourth, and sixth loss combination.
On all datasets, macro-F1 is employed as the eval-
uation criterion. Performance numbers for each
experiment are obtained by averaging over five in-
dependent runs, each having a different random
initialization.
Rule-level analysis We also performed analysis on
the rules retrieved from FAIR and compared them
with other filtering approaches. By qualitatively
analyzing the rules, we found that FAIR returns a
more interpretable and diverse collection of rules.
By analyzing rules provided in the Appendix, we
observe that FAIR is not prejudiced against any
particular class. We see that different filtering tech-
niques frequently favor a single class more than
others. The diversity of the rules aids in covering
more instances, leading to higher-end-model per-
formance. One particular example from the SMS
dataset could be "www" is a highly precise rule de-
noting the spam class was missed by the classifier’s
filtering method but covered by FAIR. Other than
qualitative analysis, we also provide statistics of
rules such as coverage, agreement, and precision
on the test set of the committed set of rules. We
compare them against different filtering approaches.
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Figure 4: Results on YouTube dataset for FAIR GC

Due to the paucity of space, we present a full dis-
cussion in the Appendix section.

5.3 Results

In Figure 2, 3, 4 and 5, we present results for
the four label aggregation methods for various
datasets and rule filtering approaches (SNUBA

GRASP Classifier weights and FAIR). For the
SMS dataset, FAIR achieves better performance
than rules induced by SNUBA, M-GRASP, and Clas-
sifier weights for all label aggregation approaches.
We achieve maximum gains on L2R by up to 19
points and up to 5-point gains over ImplyLoss. Sim-
ilarly, on ASTRA maximum gains are a bit lesser
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Figure 5: Comparison of FAIR GC against Classifier weights on different datasets.

of about 2 points, and on SPEAR maximum gains
are 10 points. On the SST dataset, we observe a
performance drop on L2R, however, gains are con-
sistent for other approaches. This could be possible
due to the aggregation scheme of L2R. FAIR consis-
tently outperforms all the other filtering approaches
across all label aggregation approaches and across
all the datasets with a significant margin.

On SNUBA In comparison to SNUBA we observe
better end-model performance using rules filtered
by FAIR. In each iteration, SNUBA reduces the size
of its candidate set thus missing out on important
rules. FAIR produces the committed set of rules
in a single iteration and chooses a diverse set of
rules resulting in rules having higher coverage and
competitive agreement.

On Classifier weights Since classifier weights
choose top-K rules according to weights of the
features, it does not model the coverage of a rule
on an unlabeled dataset unlike FAIR. Further, it
does not explicitly model the agreement between
rules resulting in conflicting rules (See Table 6).

On M-GRASP: M-GRASP chooses the committed
set according to the information gain of each rule.
However, it does not model agreement as well as
the diversity of rules in the committed set. In Ta-
ble 5, we observe consistently better coverage and
precision with a competitive agreement resulting
in better performance for most of the datasets.
Observations on ASTRA: ASTRA uses self-
supervision and uses a weighted sum of labels pro-
vided by rules and the student(classifier) model.
While tuning the hyperparameter, we observed that
the student model has a huge impact on the labels
provided to unlabeled instances reducing the im-
pact of rules on the final number. Even though
rules have higher conflicts and low coverage in the
committed set, ASTRA yields comparable numbers,
unlike other aggregation approaches. This justifies

lower gains over the ASTRA approach and even
hits the YouTube dataset with M-GRASP rule gen-
eration.

5.4 Significance test

We employ the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
(Wilcoxon, 1992) for statistical significance test.
We chose the null hypothesis as there is no signif-
icant difference between FAIR and other filtering
approaches and we successfully rejected it over all
datasets. We had a value of n = 20 as there are
5 datasets and 4 aggregation approaches. FAIR is
statistically significant at p < 0.05 than all other
filtering methods across all label aggregation ap-
proaches. These results suggest that FAIR is robust
to any label aggregation as well as any rule induc-
tion approach. p and z- values are reported in table
2.

5.5 Comparison between fGC and fPCA

Though theoretically not very promising, fPCA im-
plemented in algorithm 1, has reasonable interpre-
tation and comparable performance. This section
discusses the results obtained by implementing al-
gorithm 1 on the datasets. In Figure 6, 7, and 8,
we demonstrate the results for fPCA and compare
them against previous filtering approaches. We use
the same data split as for FAIR GC. The numbers
reported here are averaged over five independent
runs over random generalizations. We tuned w and
γ over a validation set. We note that we are get-
ting constant gains using FAIR PCA, but the gains
are small as compared to FAIR GC in most cases.
In most of the datasets, initially, the rules chosen
from the candidate set were the same for FAIR GC
as well as FAIR PCA since the objective function
performs similarly until the cardinality of the com-
mitted set is small. As more rules were added, we
observed different rules being added in the commit-
ted set of rules as FAIR GC chooses more diverse
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dataset and SMS dataset.
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Figure 7: Comparison of Macro F1 score of SNUBA and M-GRASP on different aggregation approaches for YouTube
and IMDB dataset.

rules using λ parameter. One such example could
be found in Table 3 in the Appendix. In that table,
each italic entry is a rule which assigns a weak label
to an instance. Observe that GC rules make more
sense than CW rules as shuffle can be reduced from
the committed set of CW rules as it is not a likely
word in a spam or ham comment. If we compare
GC rules and PCA rules, we can observe that GC
rules are more diverse covering rules from differ-
ent classes. From Table 3, we observe PCA rules
have only one rule in class ham while GC has three
proving it to be more diverse than PCA.

6 Conclusion

We propose FAIR, a rule-filtering approach that
selects a useful subset of rules from a given large
candidate set of rules by leveraging implicit inter-
dependencies among the rules. We introduce an
objective function that maximizes precision, cover-
age, and agreement among rules and augments the
function by designing a submodular function pro-
viding convergence guarantees. We conduct exten-
sive experiments and demonstrate the importance
of selecting high-quality and diverse rules with very
few labeled instances. We qualitatively analyze the
rules generated by FAIR and existing approaches.

Further, we show that FAIR outperforms existing
filtering approaches in terms of end-model perfor-
mance using different label aggregation methods
which makes FAIR robust to different aggregation
as well as rule generation approaches.

7 Limitations

A key limitation is the performance of our approach
on rule sets that are more noisier than current
datasets. Our benchmark rule-filtering methods
rely on generating and filtering via the same ap-
proach. An enhanced benchmark could encompass
rule generation through one approach and subse-
quent filtering through a different method. The
ARI approach is linked to the size of the labeled
set. With an increase in the size of this set, the time
required for rule generation and the rule-filtering
method also correspondingly increases.
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Dataset |L| |U | |TEST|
IMDB 71 1278 500

YouTube 54 977 500
SMS 463 8335 500

TREC 273 4918 500
SST 568 10219 500

Table 1: More details on size of labeled set L, unlabeled
set U and size of Test data.

Snuba M-Grasp Classifier
p-value 0.0018 0.0265 0.0180
z-value 2.9000 1.9300 2.0900

Table 2: p-value and z-value for statistical significance
tests

Appendix
A Non-submodularity of fPCA

We observed that fPCA variant of FAIR does not
follow the submodularity properties due to which
we could not find any approximation guarantees
for fPCA. We illustrate this using the following
example.

Example A.1. Consider sets S and T such that
S ⊂ T ⊂ R. Let us consider S = {R1}
and T = {R1, R2} and consider the rule R3 ∈
R ̸= R1, R2 where α(R1) = α(R2) = 1.0
and α(R3) = 0.5 and all the rules covers same
points with β(R1) = β(R2) = β(R3) = 0.1 and
µ(R1) = 1.0, µ(R1 ∪ R2) = 0.5, µ(R1 ∪ R3) =
0.5 and µ(R1∪R2∪R3) = 0.5 then fPCA violates
the property of diminishing marginal returns.

We first calculate fPCA(S) = 1.0+0.1+1.0 =
2.1 and fPCA(S ∪ R3) = (1.0 + 0.5)/2 + 0.1 +
0.5 = 0.90. Then we calculate fPCA(T ) = (1.0 +
1.0)/2 + 0.1 + 0.5 = 1.6. fPCA(T ∪R3) = (1 +
1 + 0.5)/3 + 0.1 + 0.5 = 1.43.

Now observe that fPCA(S ∪R3)− fPCA(S) =
−1.2 ≤ fPCA(T ∪ R3) − fPCA(T ) = −0.2.
Hence fPCA does not follows the property of di-
minishing returns on this example. Hence we con-
clude that fPCA is not submodular.

B Rule-related statistics

In tables 4, 5 and 6, we provide the rule-related
statistics i.e. Precision of the rules on the test set,
Coverage of the rule set as well as the Agreement
of the rule set. We observe from the tables that
if FAIR has a gain in the coverage then it has a
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Figure 8: Results of fPCA on SST dataset

low agreement which is intuitive as more coverage
will surely cause more conflicts. The committed
set of rules is taken as generated by the respective
ARIs. For a fair comparison, we have taken the
same number of rules in the final committed set of
all filtering approaches.

Observe that although there are mixed results for
coverage and agreement as if FAIR GC does better
in terms of Agreement, it gets a hit in coverage and
vice-versa. However, FAIR GC performs consis-
tently better in terms of precision on the test set
across all the rule induction approaches.

C Qualitative Analysis

We qualitatively analyse the rules generated by dif-
ferent ARI approaches for various dataset in tables
7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12. We provide rules in the com-
mitted set of different rule filtering approaches. We
observe in table 7 that FAIR GC provides more di-
verse rules hence covers both the classes equally in
this case while for classifier weights rules are more
biased towards the "ham" class. Observe that rules
make more sense when filtered using the FAIR GC.
Similar observations are made in table (9, 10) as
well as table (11, 12).
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Table 3: Final committed set of rules generated using Classifier weights for the YouTube dataset.

ARI: CW, Dataset: YouTube
Filtering CW GC PCA

Class Spam Ham Spam Ham Spam Ham

Rules

check song check song check song
subscribe views subscribe good subscribe _

com shuffle http years http _
channel _ channel _ channel _

_ _ _ _ watch _
_ _ _ _ com _

Table 4: Rule statistics for Snuba and GC variant of FAIR. #RulesCS is the number of rules in the candidate set,
and #Rules are the number of rules in the committed set. Coverage is the percentage of points covered in the
unlabeled set, Agreement is the percentage of points on which rules have non-conflicting labels and Precision is the
micro-precision of rules on the test set. Number of rules in the final set was the same for Snuba and FAIR.

Dataset #RulesCS #Rules Coverage Agreement Precision
Snuba GC Snuba GC Snuba GC

YouTube 99 7 55.8 54.3 95.8 96.0 94.3 94.5
IMDB 143 16 41.2 43.6 95.3 90.2 76.5 77.3
Trec 930 15 62.2 71.9 89.7 87.8 70.1 75.8
SMS 137 18 46.6 41.0 96.6 100 93.8 96.3
SST 2057 70 42.5 40.0 86.5 93.4 35.9 36.1

Table 5: Rule statistics for M-Grasp and GC variant of FAIR.

Dataset #RulesCS #Rules Coverage Agreement Precision
M-Grasp GC M-Grasp GC M-Grasp GC

YouTube 200 7 60.1 61.9 88.2 85.2 88.9 91.0
IMDB 200 16 49.3 77.9 89.4 70.3 68.5 69.3
Trec 200 15 47.2 48.9 97.7 99.1 45.8 46.3
SMS 200 18 65.5 71.3 95.5 95.2 84.9 85.1
SST 200 70 90.6 92.1 0.01 0.01 31.2 32.4

Table 6: Rule statistics for Classifier Weights (CW) and GC variant of FAIR.

Dataset #RulesCS #Rules Coverage Agreement Precision
CW GC CW GC CW GC

YouTube 50 7 63.6 63.4 91.0 93.7 93.3 94.2
IMDB 50 16 60.2 54.3 92.6 89.6 71.9 78.4
Trec 50 15 22.1 13.9 93.2 98.8 76.4 81.4
SMS 50 18 65.7 59.6 73.8 69.5 47.8 48.6
SST 100 70 24.4 15.0 89.5 94.1 29.1 29.2
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Table 7: Final set of rules generated by CW and FAIR-GC for YouTube dataset.

Filtering CW GC
Class Spam Ham Spam Ham

Rules

txt yo txt ll
voucher wat mobile wat

150p oh claim oh
nokia ll www said

ringtones lol service later
500 yup uk town

_ haha text class
_ ve urgent didn
_ aight ringtone aight
_ said orange gonna
_ sure _ _
_ fine _ _
_ sir _ _
_ later _ _

Table 8: Final set of rules generated by Snuba and FAIR-GC for IMDB dataset.

Filtering Snuba GC
Class Action Romance Action Romance

Rules

love team york world
man government new york year

boyfriend agent girl american
discovers race story war

friend home falls agent
town cop friend time

friendship earth best team
story _ meets _
falls _ young man _
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Table 9: Final set of rules generated by Classifier Weights (CW) approach on SST Dataset

Filtering CW
Class Negative Somewhat negative Neutral Somewhat positive Positive

Rules

money heavy appealing era excellent
bad popcorn conciousness reality emotionally

assed confusing glib presents mesmerizing
dull sappy insomnia urban stuck

flaccid feel good movie work issues roles
town _ just like riveting frailty

_ _ film ca liked performances
_ _ igby reality _
_ _ _ heart _
_ _ _ moved _
_ _ _ life _
_ _ _ tasty _
_ _ _ look _
_ _ _ odds _
_ _ _ actor _
_ _ _ spice _
_ _ _ new _
_ _ _ diversion _
_ _ _ voices _
_ _ _ strong performances _
_ _ _ answers _
_ _ _ works _

Table 10: Final set of rules generated by FAIR-GC for SST dataset

Filtering GC
Class Negative Somewhat negative Neutral Somewhat positive Positive

Rules

assed heavy appealing presents
really bad popcorn just like issues mesmerizing
assed film popcorn film movie work tasty stuck

nonexistent numbers work better spice graet films
week away like igby diversion tremedous piece
dull felt igby odds leads

hours _ happy moved thoughtful
bad _ doing answers _

_ _ flawed simone _
_ _ _ perfectly _
_ _ _ enjoyable _
_ _ _ quirky _
_ _ _ step _
_ _ _ heart _
_ _ _ french _
_ _ _ works _
_ _ _ actor _
_ _ _ leave _
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Table 11: Final set of rules generated by Snuba for SST dataset. We display few selected rules out of total 70 rules.

Filtering GC
Class Negative Somewhat negative Neutral Somewhat positive Positive

Rules

worse like it always beautiful theme
week getting at time occasionaly epic
just no appealing tale of not be

imagine by it work better psychological excellent
should have _ _ works music

_ _ _ rock _
_ _ _ ernest _
_ _ _ the actor _
_ _ _ story that _
_ _ _ during _

Table 12: Final set of rules generated by FAIR-GC for SST dataset over Snuba generated candidate rule set. We
display few selected rules out of total 70 rules.

Filtering Snuba
Class Negative Somewhat negative Neutral Somewhat positive Positive

Rules

bad too see the who comedy with
week even slow compelling music
just where _ both _
_ only _ . _
_ no _ era _
_ better _ there are _
_ out _ his own _
_ book _ _ _
_ it _ _ _
_ away _ _ _
_ but ultimately _ _ _
_ movie to _ _ _
_ the same _ _ _
_ sit _ _ _
_ of an _ _ _
_ all it _ _ _
_ try _ _ _
_ next _ _ _
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